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The portion of Ramaswamy Salai where work had just commenced, is now complete 

Before          After

Other side of the road for parking has been made uniform - vendor carts shifted there as well

Before          After

IMPROVEMENTS - Ramaswamy Salai



Footpath laid outside EB sub-station, with EB encroachment cleared out

Before                       After

Wide footpath + cycle track created; however space created serves as parking for TNEB

Before                       After

IMPROVEMENTS - Ramaswamy Salai



Caved-in portion of footpath relaid; drain cover fixed

Before          After

Dug-out portion of cycle track relaid

Before          After

IMPROVEMENTS - Ramaswamy Salai



IMPROVEMENTS - Ramaswamy Salai and Munusamy Salai

Parking has been shifted to the other side of the street; handrails have been installed

Before          After

Footpath + cycle track have been laid on one side of the road

Before          After



Grating to be provided for all trees

Handrails to be installed, others on 
the stretch to be fixed

Leftover construction material and debris to 
be removed

Utility cables to be better managed

Next Steps - Ramaswamy Salai & Lakshmanaswamy Salai 



Proper signage required as per MOUD guidelines -- especially for Parking and No-Parking

Improper finishes to be corrected 
Broken parts such as manhole covers and 
handrails to be fixed

Next Steps - Ramaswamy Salai & Lakshmanaswamy Salai 



Next Steps - Munusamy Salai

Clear indication of footpath and cycle track to 
be provided

Spacing between property edge & bollard too 
high - extra bollard to be placed in between



Next Steps - P.T Rajan Salai

Broken bollards to be fixed

Grating to be provided for all trees Manhole covers to be levelled. 

Construction debris to be removed



Throughout the loop - Cycle Track signage (thermoplast) needs to be added
With no signage informing the public about the cycle track, it isn’t being used by cyclists.

P.T.Rajan Salai Ramaswamy Salai

Lakshmanaswamy SalaiMunusamy Salai



Throughout the loop - Better enforcement to prevent parking on footpath
Rampant two-wheeler parking continues outside shops and commercial areas on footpath

P.T.Rajan Salai Ramaswamy Salai

Lakshmanaswamy SalaiMununasamy Salai
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